
 

 

Testimonials from our Awesome Sellers! 
 

Hilton Head Villas:  Jane and Robbie tackled difficult problems as they arose.  They stayed committed in a difficult market.  
The two above qualities helped to bring our two properties to closings. They were successful in selling our two condos.  They 
worked well with us and we are comfortable in recommending them.  We are pleased to have Jane and Robbie represent us 
as our REALTORS.  We would be happy to recommend them.  They got the job done.  Dick and Louise 
 

Hilton Head Home:  Robbie and Jane explained what needed to be done and why.  After a month of not listening, I decided to 
listen.  Unlike our previous broker for over a year, Robbie and Jane made it happen within a few months.  Lee Burke 
 

Hilton Head Home: "They were patient, caring and able to work equally with both sides.  They had a never say die...we can 
do this attitude.  So go for it!  They do their absolute best to get a property sold.  Robbie and Jane "stuck in there" when 
others were fed up with the economy (or whatever). I appreciate their dedication."  Teri Swarner 
 

Hilton Head Home:  "Robbie and Jane were always responsive and followed through on their promises.  They were both very 
helpful in assisting us with things that needed to be fixed at the property.  Living 2500 miles away, we appreciated their 
attention to detail.  I would tell my friends not to hesitate using Robbie and Jane.  They do a good job communicating through 
the sales process.  Some Realtors are good at talking.  Robbie and Jane are good at doing what the say they will do."  Jim  & 
Suzanne McGlashan 
 

Villa and Home:  Robbie not only helped us purchase a superb home on Hilton Head Island but sold a previously owned 
townhouse very quickly to help us have the funds to purchase with cash and make a far better deal. His guidance throughout 
both transactions have been very attentive and professional. We already have referred Robbie to our friends and relatives for 
any future home searches  knowing that they would receive the same professional attention that we received.  Don & Tracie 
Highley 
 

Hilton Head Villa: I want you to know that we appreciate your efforts for us.  You have done more in 3 months that our last 
broker did in a year.  No matter what happens, I still think you both are two of the most terrific real estate brokers I have ever 
encountered.  You are true professionals in every sense of the word.  Joan & Sal Bayonne 

 

Hilton Head Home:  Robbie Bunting and Jane Hyers were recommended to us by our local Realtor in North Carolina.  She 
helped us arrange a teleconference with Robbie and Jane and after we interviewed 3 realtors we picked you all because we 
liked Robbie's directness about the market, his optimism and his confidence.  Joe & Sandy Quinn 
 

Hilton Head Home:  Robbie and Jane brought creative internet marketing, a selling strategy and positive approach to the 
marketing of our home that had been on the market earlier without success.  Robbie and Jane custom designed a 
presentation and a plan that we stuck to and we sold our home in 30 days (June) this year… for more than what others 
thought we could!  In fact, the offer came before the buyer actually saw the property in person.   Bob & Karen Brink 
 

Hilton Head Villa:  “We have owned property in CA, ID, AZ, VA, and SC this year and through all of our dealings you have 
stood out, and we wanted to let you know that you pioneered the "trade down" for us, and you were the only successful and 
established Real Estate team who looked for creative means to sell our oceanfront villa in this buyers' market.  Thank you for 
continuing to look to win for your customers and for maintaining your exceptional follow up.”  Trevor Rodd 
 

Our "code" is very simple, WE JUMP for our clients when they need us to! 


